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This focus section addresses the issue of spirituality in Catholic education
and asks the question, "What might leaders in Catholic education do to
insure that our educational institutions nurture the spiritual life of our stu-
dents?" This is an ever-increasing challenge, for with the demands for acad-
emic excellence and measurable achievement, our spiritual purposes can
often be neglected.
Spirituality can mean many things today. It is certainly a fertile area in
the publishing field. One can find a book or an article about the spirituality
of almost anything. The contributors to this issue's focus section confine
their remarks to a Catholic spirituality and offer thought-provoking ideas to
help us rediscover the spirituahty implicit in all that is truly Catholic.
Reflecting on his work as an administrator at the University of Notre
Dame, Alven Neiman discusses the challenges Catholic education faces at
the university level. He reminds us of some familiar criticisms of modem
educational trends and helps us to fashion a Catholic posture vis-a-vis these
trends. Neiman mines his own experience as student and professor of phi-
losophy to craft a Catholic response to such novel modem developments as
technopoly and methodolatry. He finds some solace in monastic traditions
and in rediscovering time-honored disciplines.
Sr. Dawn Nothwehr offers what we might call an ethic of leadership by
describing in a persuasive way the concept of mutuality. Nothwehr delin-
eates four types of mutuality and advances the case that mutuality can serve
as a foundational moral principle in Catholic education, a formal moral
norm. By blending examples from theology and ethics, Nothwehr demon-
strates how mutuality is the bridge between justice and love or how, in her
words, "mutuality brings justice to love." Catholic educators at every level
will fmd mutuality has significant probative value for their own profession-
al practice.
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